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EpiSwitch® COVID-19 Severity Risk Profile

The EpiSwitch® COVID-19 Severity Test result for this specimen is in the  
high-risk range. This individual is predicted to be at high risk to require 
critical care (ICU) in response to an UNTREATED SARS-CoV-2 infection.  This 
result does not inform on the risk of becoming infected. This result should be 
considered along with other clinical features for interpretation by a licensed 
medical professional.

This scale describes the likelihood of a critical immune system response 
in an individual when infected with the SARS-CoV-2 virus resulting in a 
confirmed diagnosis of COVID-19. Individuals with a test score greater than 
75% should be made aware of the increased probability of an immune 
storm reaction to the virus.

EpiSwitch® COVID-19 Severity Risk Score

Over 75%Under 75%

Your Risk LevelAverage Risk Level

EpiSwitch® COVID-19 Severity Test evaluates six unique Chromosome Conformational Signatures (CCSs), that are prognostic for critical disease associated with 
genetic loci that have been shown to affect immune health.

Disclaimer: The EpiSwitch Covid-19 Severity Test was developed, and its performance characteristics determined by the clinical lab. It has not been cleared or 
approved by the US Food and Drug Administration. The FDA does not require this test to go through premarket FDA review. This test is used for clinical purposes.  
It should not be regarded as investigation or for research. The laboratory is certified under the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA) to perform 
high-complexity clinical testing. Decisions regarding care and treatment should not be based on a single test such as this test. Rather, decisions on care and 
treatment should be based on the independent medical judgment of the treating physician taking into consideration all available information concerning the 
patient’s condition, including other clinical tests, in accordance with the standard of care in a given community.

This test was performed at NEXT Bio Research Services, LLC, 11601 Ironbridge Rd, Chester, VA 23831 – CLIA #41D2104154. 
For questions about the report, email CST.TEST@myOBDX.com or call 888-236-8896.
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Intended Use: The test is intended to identify people who are at the highest risk of critical COVID-19 disease resulting from untreated SARS-CoV-2 virus. People with 
a high risk of severe or critical disease may benefit from increased infection mitigation and in the event of infection, early use of medications or other interventions. 
An average risk with a lower score should not be construed as lower severity probability; complications not requiring critical care are possible. The test is not intended 
to evaluate an individual’s risk of infection. 
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The EpiSwitch COVID-19 Severity Test result is in the average-risk range. 
If this individual has or becomes infected with the SARS-CoV-2 virus, the 
likelihood of a presentation requiring critical care is low. This result does not 
inform on the risk of becoming infected. Those with an Average Score must 
continue to follow government and local health department guidelines. This 
result should be considered along with other clinical features for interpretation 
by a licensed medical professional.

This scale describes the likelihood of a critical immune system response 
in an individual when infected with the SARS-CoV-2 virus resulting in a 
confirmed diagnosis of COVID-19. Individuals with a test score greater than 
75% should be made aware of the increased probability of an immune 
storm reaction to the virus.
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EpiSwitch® COVID-19 Severity Test evaluates six unique Chromosome Conformational Signatures (CCSs), that are prognostic for critical disease associated with 
genetic loci that have been shown to affect immune health.

Disclaimer: The EpiSwitch Covid-19 Severity Test was developed, and its performance characteristics determined by the clinical lab. It has not been cleared or 
approved by the US Food and Drug Administration. The FDA does not require this test to go through premarket FDA review. This test is used for clinical purposes.  
It should not be regarded as investigation or for research. The laboratory is certified under the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA) to perform 
high-complexity clinical testing. Decisions regarding care and treatment should not be based on a single test such as this test. Rather, decisions on care and 
treatment should be based on the independent medical judgment of the treating physician taking into consideration all available information concerning the 
patient’s condition, including other clinical tests, in accordance with the standard of care in a given community.

This test was performed at NEXT Bio Research Services, LLC, 11601 Ironbridge Rd, Chester, VA 23831 – CLIA #41D2104154. 
For questions about the report, email CST.TEST@myOBDX.com or call 888-236-8896.
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Intended Use: The test is intended to identify people who are at the highest risk of critical COVID-19 disease resulting from untreated SARS-CoV-2 virus. People with 
a high risk of severe or critical disease may benefit from increased infection mitigation and in the event of infection, early use of medications or other interventions. 
An average risk with a lower score should not be construed as lower severity probability; complications not requiring critical care are possible. The test is not intended 
to evaluate an individual’s risk of infection. 


